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Data-processing handbook of Description
D1.02 Booklet: Workshop of Software engineering of Aster 
Document: Instruction manual

D1.02.01 of the AGLA 
(Workshop of Software engineering d'Aster) 

Summarized:

This document and the describes the organization of the source of Code_Aster rules which the developers must 
comply with in order to make modifications or additions there. For that, development tools and of management 
of  the  source  constitute  the  Workshop  of  Software  engineering d'Aster,  the  commands  of  the  AGLA are 
described for their direct use on the machine of development (by the administrator of the sources) but also 
through the interface of the Code_Aster Astk [U1.04.00] (by all the developers).
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1 of development of the Code_Aster the version

of reference of Code_Aster is localised on a single machine of the data-processing network of EDF R & 
D. All the operations of developments and the tools of the AGLA are on this machine. The accounts

of the developers are identified on the /aster/agla/identAster file . Only the holders of these accounts 
on the machine of reference have access to mitre AGLA in the Astk interface. The components

2 of the source code of Aster Code_Aster

is primarily made up of 6 types of source: the source

of the type FORTRAN file whose extension is worth .f the source 

of the F90 type or FORTRAN 90 file whose extension is worth. F the source 

of the type CATALO description of  the  finite  elements,  of  the  quantities  which  they 
carry and of the options that they calculate - file whose 
extension is worth .catastrophes the source 

of the type CATAPY description of the process control language - file whose extension 
is worth .capy the source

of macro the PYTHON type -  commands  and  operators  nativement  written  in 
language  Python;  source  code  of  the  layer  of 
supervision  of  execution  -  file  whose  extension  is 
worth .py the benchmarks

which  are  regarded  as  forming  integral  part  of  a  version  of  Aster and  follow the  same rules  of 
development that the source code are also added

to that,  but in  a marginal  way,  the language C (.c) and the files of  heading (.h), of the catalogs 
material and the data files GIBI or MED. The mechanism 

2.1 of the cards

to associate necessary information with the AGLA with each unit of source, notion of card is used. A 
card is a standardized comment which will make it possible to store information and to control actions 
of the AGLA. According to the type of source, syntax is adapted according to the language used. 
Certain cards are compulsory, others are optional. All the cards are not recognized in all the types of 
files. There 

is a general stress for all the cards: they must be on only one line. In certain cases, it is possible to 
repeat a card. Card

Statute Descr
iption

INFO

O  To 
indicate

if  the unit  is  added  or  modified.  This  card  is  also  used  for  designer  of 
information which cannot be deduced, like the library of membership of the 
modulus. This card also makes it possible to store information making it 
possible to detect the official version of the unit. According to the type of 
source, the stored information are a little different. TITER

O Title of a benchmark. TOLE
F  Makes  it 
possible

to authorize the violation of certain rules of programming. CRS_XXX
and CRP _XXX . PERSON IN CHARGE

F Allows to associate a unit to a person in charge in order to control the evolution of 
certain significant units well. O: compulsory

  F: optional  Taking 
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into accounts of the various cards according to the type of source (Yes or not): Card

FORTRAN * 
CATALOGU 

CASTEST C 
PYTHON

CMAT DATG INFO

O O O O O O O TITER
N N O N N N N O N N

N N N N RESPONS
IBLE

O O O O O O O FORTRAN
•77 and fortran90 Only

the cards PERSON IN CHARGE have same information for all the types of source. The only difference 
is the way indicate a comment according to the type of source. To add or modify the person in charge 
associated with a unit of source: FORTRAN 

C 
RESPONSIBLE

CATALO

% 
RESPONSIBLE

CATAPY

# 
RESPONSIBLE

RESPONSIBLE

PYTHON # CASTEST
% 
RESPONSIBLE

C RESPONSIBLE   

/* RESPONSIBLE *
CMAT % DATG
* 
RESPONSIBLE

F90!

PERSON  IN 
CHARGE

the card

is  added  by  specifying  the  character  followed  by  the  RESPONSIBLE  field  , it then  will  be 
automatically supplemented by the name of the account followed by the name of the owner (identified 
in the file identAster ) at the time of the update of the source. It is possible to provide a complete 
card, in this case the name of the account and the name of the owner is preserved such as they are. 
The other 
cards will be presented by type of source. The mechanism

of  integration  of  the  sources  at  the  time  of  the  addition  of  a  file  checks  the  presence  of  the 
COPYRIGHT key word  among the comments and in the event of absence a standardized block is 
added. If the presence of a COPYRIGHT  is detected , it  east is left in the state in the source. 
Source

2.2 FORTRAN the source
of the type FORTRAN must obviously follow the syntax of the FORTRAN77 but certain restrictive rules 
are brought for Code_Aster . They are stated in the document [D2.01.01]. On

the form, one to card-index FORTRAN of Aster is defined by: to the maximum

� 72 characters by line, of the authorized
� and advised characters :  the capital letters

• and the figures A-Z  0-9,  white space
• or spaces, the following
• characters,) (* + - =/“& §! %: “. ? $ < > _| . authorized

� but disadvised characters (for problems of transfer between machines): small letters
• a-z. following
• characters; é è # \ [] @. illegal

� characters (for  problems of transfer between machines): all
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• other characters, including the tabulation character, one or more
� routines FORTRAN by file, line
� an INFO AJOUT /MODIFICATION by routine . For

the management of the Aster project line a comment - said “card INFO” - is present in each routine 
FORTRAN. This line must be single . The developers

should modify it  under no pretext.  It  makes it  possible to know the library to which the routine is 
attached but is also used to check the coherence of the restitutions. When

L” one wants to  add a routine it  is  necessary to  put  line  the INFO  following in  the routine:  C 
nom_de_bibliotheque

 
AJOUT C in

� first column, AJOUT
� (in capital letters obligatorily!), the name
� of a library FORTRAN Aster where the routine must be added (this library must already exist 

– cf organization Aster Source - it acts of the name of the directory). Note:

A routine

which one wants to add should not already exist in Aster (either in FORTRAN or in C or in 
FORTRAN90), indeed only one library is built from all the sources, it can thus exist one  
entrance point. Once 

the routine added to Code_Aster , line the INFO is managed and updated by the AGLA. It has the 
following form then: C MODIFICATION

NOM_BIB DATES jj/mm /aaaa AUTHOR LEFEBVRE J-P.LEFEBVRE It

contains then: the name

� of library FORTRAN where is routine (NOM_BIB), the date
� of its last modification (jj/mm/aaaa), to use it
� on the machine of development and the name of  the author of the last modification.  The 

tolerance

can relate to CRP, or CRS. One can line mix the various types on same. One can put several lines: C 
 CRP

_  xxx CRS _ XXX example 
: Routine
JEVEUO is part of library JEVEUX, it  is stored in the file: /aster/v10/NEW10/bibfor/jeveux/jeveuo.f 
SUBROUTINE 

      JEVEUO (NOMLU, CONCEALMENT, JCTAB  ) C CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT OF 
EDF VERSION
           C MODIFICATION
JEVEUX  C   DATES  7/26/2010    AUTHOR  LEFEBVRE  J-P.LEFEBVRE 
====================================================================== 
C COPYRIGHT
(C) 1991 - 2010 EDF R & D  WWW.CODE                  - ASTER.ORG C THIS 
PROGRAM IS FREE SOFTWARE;
YOU CAN REDISTRIBUTE IT AND/OR MODIFY C IT UNDER THE TERMS OF THE GNU 
GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE AS PUBLISHED BY
C THE FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION;
EITHER VERSION 2 OF THE LICENSE, BUT C (AT YOUR OPTION) ANY LATER VERSION.
C C THIS PROGRAM IS DISTRIBUTED IN THE HOPE THAT IT WILL BE USEFUL, GOAL

C WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY;
WITHOUT EVEN THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF C MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A 
PARTICULAR PURPOSE
. SEE THE GNU C GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE FOR MORE DETAILS.
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C C YOU SHOULD HAVE RECEIVED A COPY OF THE GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

C ALONG WITH THIS PROGRAM;
IF NOT, WRITE TO EDF R & D CODE_ASTER, C1
AVENUE     OF  GENERAL  OF  GAULLE,  92141  CLAMART  CEDEX,  FRANCE.  C 
======================================================================
C TOLE
CRP_18 CRS_508 CRS_512 C RESPONSIBLE
LEFEBVRE J-P.LEFEBVRE If

the file contains several  routines, these last  are burst  in  as many subfiles being called after each 
routine. Cards

2.3 TOLE and the tools for checking the files

of the type FORTRAN are subjected to two tools for checking during their restitution. The tools
CRS (Control of the Rules of Syntax) make it possible to make sure that source FORTRAN answers 
well  the recommendations [D2.02.01]. Tools  CRP (Control of the Rules of Progammation) make it 
possible to make sure of the compliance with good  rules in mode of inter-compilation (in particular of 
the  type  and  the  length  of  the  arguments  of  the  routines).  These  various  rules  can  however  be 
circumvented,  on  justification,  by  introducing  a  particular  card  comment  which  will  be  taken  into 
account by the tools of the agla. C 

list errors CRS which can the object of a card TOLE: CRS_230

Modulates contains executable No statements CRS_505 
Names to skirt than 6 tanks (nonstandard): CRS_507 
single  Identifiers which are not in first six standard tanks 
CRS_508 Mixed equivalenced (not portable): Variable 
CRS_512 set drank never Variable used 
CRS_513 used before variable set 
CRS_602 character length exceeds 255 CRS_745 
wrong number of arguments for intrinsic function (ABORT,…) CRS_1322 
Nonstandard syntax: internal file boat Be used with list-directed

 I/O CRS_1404 
Warning : Nonstandard syntax: room array boat C cuts variable 

size 

List of errors CRP which can the object of a card TOLE: CRP_4

: the call   east tolerates only on justification and in JEVEUX CRP_6 
: the call   east tolerates only on justification CRP_7 
:   not to use declaration external CRP_12 
: the instruction  STOP is prohibited CRP_15 
: instruction  ENTRY is prohibited CRP_18 
: the instruction  EQUIVALENCE is prohibited CRP_20 
:  Nb of lines of a sp should not exceed 500 CRP_21 
:  Nb of arguments of a sp should not exceed 20 source 

2.4 FORTRAN 90 the source
of the type FORTRAN 90 respects the syntax of FORTRAN 90, it is primarily used to provide the 
interface of call to the library associated with the solver MUMPS. The source being analyzed by the 
preprocessor of the compiler, one uses the directives to call or not certain libraries (MUMPS, MED, 
PETSC,…). The files must imperatively have the suffix. F. the absence
of tool for desk checking (CRP/CRS) for the FORTRAN90 and the possible conflicts of management 
memory encourage us to limit the use of this language to the bare minimum. Card  
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INFO is managed in the source files of the type FORTRAN90, the block COPYRIGHT is treated 
at the time of the addition of the routines. Card INFO is of the type! & AJOUT or! & MODIFICATION . 
There 
 
is no restriction concerning the characters used in the body of the source file, nor over the length of the 
lines. One 

manages only one unit per file, each file must contain a declaration of type SUBROUTINE . After 
addition in the official source files, card INFO contains MODIFICATION and a block of COPYRIGHT 
is added if no COPYRIGHT is present at the time of the addition. Source
  

2.5 CATALO Contains

the source of the type catalogues Aster. The name of the associated file must have a suffix of the 
.catastrophes type . As

for FORTRAN certain restrictions are brought, primarily because of problems of file transfer between 
machines. On

the form, a file CATALOGU is defined by: to the maximum

� 256 characters by line, of the authorized
� characters :  capital letters

• and the figures A-Z  0-9,  following
• characters,) (* + - =/“& §! %; é è with _. illegal

� characters (for  problems of transfer between machines): all
• other characters, including the tabulation character, one or more

� subcatalogues by file, line
� an INFO AJOUT/MODIFICATION at the top of each subcatalogue. Line

the INFO D” a file CATALOGU is similar to that of files FORTRAN but it plays a stronger role. It 
makes it possible to delimit a unit of the type CATALOG and to determine its name. There  should not 
thus be of command or comment concerning a unit before its line INFO. Card INFO is of type %& 
AJOUT or % & MODIFICATION . 

To add a unit of the type it catalogues is necessary to put line the INFO following at the top of the 
unit: %& AJOUT

nom_d_unite nom_de_catalogist % in

� first column, &
� second column, AJOUT
� (in capital letters obligatorily!), the name
� of  a  catalog  Aster  where  L “unit  must  be  added  (this  catalog  must  already  exist - cf 

organization Aster Source - it is the name of the directory). Once

the unit added in the sources of Code_Aster , line the INFO is managed and updated by the AGLA. It 
has the following form then: %& MODIFICATION

    OPTIONS CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT OF EDF VERSION  DATES 10/5/2010   RESPONSIBLE AUTHOR 
SELLENET N.SELLENET 

% PELLET %
           % ======================================================================
% COPYRIGHT
(C) 1991 - 2010 EDF R & D  WWW.CODE                  - ASTER.ORG % THIS PROGRAM IS 
FREE SOFTWARE;
YOU CAN REDISTRIBUTE IT AND/OR MODIFY % IT UNDER THE TERMS OF THE GNU GENERAL PUBLIC 
LICENSE AS PUBLISHED BY
% THE FREE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION;
EITHER VERSION 2 OF THE LICENSE, BUT % (AT YOUR OPTION) ANY LATER VERSION.   
% % THIS PROGRAM IS DISTRIBUTED IN THE HOPE THAT IT WILL BE USEFUL, GOAL 
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% WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; 
WITHOUT EVEN THE IMPLIED WARRANTY OF % MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE          
. SEE THE GNU % GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE FOR MORE DETAILS.    
% % YOU SHOULD HAVE RECEIVED A COPY OF THE GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE 

% ALONG WITH THIS PROGRAM;   
IF NOT, WRITE TO EDF R & D CODE_ASTER, % 1 AVENUE DU GENERAL DE GAULLE, 92141 CLAMART 
CEDEX, FRANCE.       
   % ======================================================================      
VARI_
ELGA_ELNO It

contains then: the name

� of the catalog where is the unit, the date
� of its last modification, to use it
� of the machine of development Aster and the name of the author of the last modification. 

possibly
� a RESPONSIBLE card , the COPYRIGHT
� block , the name
� of the catalog. If

the file  contains several  catalogs,  the latter are burst  in  as many subfiles being called after each 
catalog. After addition in the official source files, card INFO contains MODIFICATION and a block of 
COPYRIGHT is added if no COPYRIGHT is present at the time of the addition. Sources

2.6 CATAPY Contains

the source of the type catalogues python of commands of Aster. The name of the associated file must 
have a suffix of the .capy type . As

for the other sources, certain restrictions are brought, primarily because of problems of file transfer 
between machines. On

the form, a file CATAPY is defined by: to the maximum

� 256 characters by line, of the authorized 
� characters :  capital letters

• and tiny and the figures A-Z,  a-z, 0-9,  following
• characters,) (* + - =/\ “& $ < >§! %: ; é è with _. ”,] [} {#@|? ^~ç small letters
• or capital accentuated, of the illegal

� characters (for  problems of transfer between machines): all
• other characters, including the tabulation character, one or more

� subcatalogues by file, line
� an INFO AJOUT/MODIFICATION at the top of each subcatalogue. Line

the INFO D” a file CATALOGU is similar to that of files FORTRAN but it plays a stronger role. It 
makes it possible to delimit a unit of the type CATALOG and to determine its name. 3 sub-directories 
are used to store different the catalogs: ENTETE

: whose contents will be placed at the top of the catalog, COMMUN RUN
: who allows mutaliser of the valve blocks, COMMAND:
who contains the definition of the commands. 

To add a unit of the type it catalogues is necessary to put line the INFO following at the top of the 
unit: #& AJOUT

ENTETE importation
COMMON Accas #&

AJOUT def  
C_NOM _CHAM_INTO (): return (“ACCE  “, #COMMUN    # #& AJOUT
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COMMUN RUN def  
C_TYPE _CHAM_INTO (type_ cham=None): #COMMUN # # AJOUT

ORDERS AFFE_  
CARA_ELEM=OPER  (nom= " AFFE_CARA_ELEM”,  op=  19,  sd   _prod=cara_elem,  the 
determination

of the name of catalog is carried out using a regular statement of the type: “#& [ 

] +MODIFICATION [] + [A-Za-z] + [] +DATE [] + [0-9] [0-9] “/“[0-9] [0-9] 
“/“[0-9] [0-9] + [] + " AUTHOR” [] + [A-Za-z.0-9] + |#& [
] +AJOUT [] + [A-Za-z] + [] * |^ [A
Za-z_0-9] * [] * [=] [] * (OPER|PROC|MACRO|FORMS) [] * \ ( |Accas
importation |def [
] + [A-Za-z_] + \ ([A-Za-z_=] * \) [] * (:) {1} [] * (return) * [] * (SIMP|
FACT|BLOCK|. *#COMMUN#) {1} the PYTHON

sources Contains

the source of the standard python used for the supervisor of commands or to build macro-commands. 
The name of the associated file must have a suffix of the .py type. As

for the other sources, certain restrictions are brought, primarily because of problems of file transfer 
between machines. On

the form, a file PYTHON is defined by: to the maximum

� 1024 characters by line, of the authorized 
� characters :  capital letters

• and tiny and the figures A-Z,  a-z, 0-9,  following
• characters,) (* + - =/\ “& $ < >§! %: ; é è with _. ”,] [} {#@|? ^~ç small letters
• or capital accentuated, of the illegal

� characters (for  problems of transfer between machines): all
• other characters, including the tabulation character, one or more

� subfiles by file, line
� an INFO AJOUT/MODIFICATION at the top of each subfile. Card

INFO is of the type #@ AJOUT or # @ MODIFICATION . Caution: 

During 

the creation of a new directory in bibpyt  , the administrator must create the file  
__init __.py before (it contains only the card information and the COPYRIGHT block 
). Source

2.7 CASTEST the source

of the type CASTEST follows same syntax as files CATALOGU with like characteristics: the first

� orders must be: DEBUT
(CODE: (NOM: “nom_du_cas_test” For

L” AGLA a restriction is brought compared to the syntax recognized by the supervisor. Key 
words debut , CODE and NOM as well as the name of the benchmark must be on only 
one line. last

� procedure must be: FIN (
); The file

containing the benchmark must have the following name (in small letters): nom_du _cas_test.comm 
It can
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exist one or more additional command files named in the following way: nom_du_cas_test.com 

[0-9] But

card INFO and PERSON IN CHARGE appear only in the file .com. the associated

files (parameters, meshes and other data) take the following names then: nom_du_cas

_test  will.para 
parameters 

of execution of the benchmark nom_du_cas

_test .mail mesh of the type Aster nom_du_cas
_test .msup mesh of  the  type  SuperTab  (IDEAS  MASTER  SERIES) 

nom_du_cas
_test .mgib mesh of the type GIBI nom_du_cas
_test .msh mesh of the type gmsh nom_du_cas
_test .mmed mesh of the type MED nom_du_cas 
_test .datg given to create a mesh of the type GIBI or other nom_du_cas
_test  .ensi/  data 
directory 

of the type EnSight nom_du_cas

_test. ul file whose  extension  is  the  logical  number  of  unit 
FORTRAN which must be to him associated to be read 
by Aster When

one restores of mesh type a file GIBI (.mgib ), it is obligatorily necessary to restore at the 
same time a file of the type given GIBI (.datg ) making it possible to reconstitute the file .mgib.  The 
name of

the benchmark must comply with the following rule of naming - with to the maximum 8 characters: 
letters

� , figures
� , a letter
� . On the form

, a file of the type CASTEST is defined by: to the maximum

� 256 characters by line, of the authorized
� characters : capital letters 

• , tiny and the following figures A-Z  a-z  0-9,  
• characters,) (* + - =/\ “& $ < >§! %: ; é è with _. ”,] [} {#@|? ^~ç of the illegal

� characters (for problems of transfer between machines): all
• other characters, only one

� benchmark by file, line
� an INFO AJOUT /MODIFICATION and line an INFO TITER . The files

of the type CASTEST  comprise two lines INFO.  Line a AJOUT/MODIFICATION  similar to the 
preceding ones and line a TITER which must describe the function of the benchmark. To add

a benchmark to a version D” Aster it is necessary to put following lines INFO at the top of the unit: % 
AJOUT

% TITER
Explanation of the role of the benchmark With always

% in first column and AJOUT and TITER in capital letters . During

a modification it is necessary obviously to update line the TITER if that is necessary. Once

the benchmark added to the source of Code Aster line INFO AJOUT /MODIFICATION is managed 
and updated by the AGLA. It has the following form then: % MODIFICATION
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DATES jj/mm/aaaa AUTHOR GENIAUT  S.GENIAUT It contains 

then: the date

� of its last modification, to use it
� of  the machine of  development  and  the  name  of  the  author  of  the  last  modification. 

Example

of command file: # MODIFICATION

DATES 1/3/2011  RESPONSIBLE AUTHOR   GENIAUT S.GENIAUT # 
SFAYOLLE S.FAYOLLE # TITER
: DAMAGE  D a PLANE PLATE UNDER REQUESTS VARIEES # ssns106
will  g.para  =  tps_job  120  mem_job  64Mo  ncpus  1  liste_test  S  #  CONFIGURATION 
MANAGEMENT OF EDF VERSION
           # ======================================================================
# COPYRIGHT
(C) 1991 - 2011 EDF R & D WWW  .CODE-ASTER                  .ORG # THIS PROGRAM IS 
FREE SOFTWARE;
YOU CAN REDISTRIBUTE IT AND/OR MODIFY… DEBUT (CODE
=
_F (NOM=' SSNS106G', NIV_PUB_WEB
              = ' INTERNET',),); At the time of the addition

or  modification  of  the  command  file,  the  file  will.para  containing  the  associated  parameters  of 
submission is recopied after the title. The file 
will.para contains key words and associated values making it possible to fix: tps_job: TEMPS CPU

�  of the execution in seconds, mem_job: limit
�memory in Megabytes Mo ncpus: number
�of CPUs OpenMP nproc_mpi:
�number of CPUs MPI nnoeu_mpi:
�many nodes MPI liste_test
�: group to which the test is affected, S (complete list). The source

2.8 C On the form 

, a file C of Aster is defined by: one or more

� functions C (forming a coherent group then) by file (with the instructions preprocessor relating 
to it - it be-with-to say without reference to a personal file header -) , instructions

� of the #ifdef type allowing a conditional compilation according to the target platforms, a name 
of function

� or group of functions must have to the maximum 8 characters, extension of
� the file: .c or .h, line 
� an INFO ADDITION MODIFICATION by function . For the management

of the Aster project line a comment - said “line INFO” - is present in each function C. This line must 
be single. The developers

should modify it  under no pretext.  It  makes it  possible to know the library to which the function is 
attached but is also used to check the coherence of the restitutions. When one

wants to add a function it is necessary to put line the INFO following in the file (on only one line): /* 
AJOUT nom_de_bibliotheque

name _fonction */* in first

� column, AJOUT (in capital letters
� obligatorily!), the name of
� the function, the name of
� a library  C Aster  where  the  function must  be added (this  library  must  already  exist  -  cf 

organization Aster Source), * line
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� to close the comment on the same one. Note:

A function 

which one wants to add should not already exist in Aster (either in FORTRAN, or in 
FORTRAN 90, or into C). Once 

the function added to the Code_Aster,  line the INFO is managed and updated by l'AGLA. It has the 
following form then: /* MODIFICATION name

_fonc NOM_BIB DATES N jj/mm/aaaa AUTHOR SELLENET. SELLENET * It contains 

then: the name of

� the function or the group of functions, the name of
� the library C where is the function, the date of
� its last modification, to use it of
� the machine of development and the name of the author of the last modification. Note: So 

that

a function C can be called in FORTRAN certain conventions should be respected 
depending on the type of platform. It is the role of the functions defined in the file include/
definition.h  and include/aster.h which makes it possible  to  reorder  the 
arguments according to the platform. Source CMAT

2.9 source CMAT is

a file of Aster commands which complies with certain strict rules. A file of this type makes it possible to 
create  a  data  structure  material.  This  file  is  used  as  data  with  command  INCLUDE_MATERIAU 
[U4.43.02]. The syntax of

card INFO for an addition is : % AJOUT Notes: As
this kind of

file depends only on the responsibility for only one person, the mechanism of notation was not  
activated for this kind of  source.  On the other  hand,  it  can be interesting to  associate a  
RESPONSIBLE card systematically to him. Source DATG 

2.10 source DATG is

a data file GIBI. It is useful, in general, of data to a macro - command (for ASPIC and ASCOUF for 
example ). This function  was  wide  and  this  kind  of  file  can  contain  the  data  necessary   to 
construction of a mesh gmsh. The syntax of

card INFO for an addition is : * AJOUT Notes: As
this kind of

source depends only on the responsibility for few people, the mechanism of notation was not  
activated.  On  the  other  hand,  it  can  be  interesting  to  associate  a  RESPONSIBLE  card  
systematically to him. The sources of reference 
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3 D”  Aster  on  the  machine of development  Regulates 
denomination

3.1 of the files and directories Regulates: All

the directory or file names are in small letters. Exception (confirming

the preceding rule):  The directories 
relating  to  the  version  of  Aster  are  in  capital  letters (NEW9,  OLD9,  STA10 ,…) 
Organization of

3.2 the directories All the files

of reference of Aster are modifiable only by the administrator, but accessible in reading by all. The 
organization

is  identical  for  all  the  versions.  The various states  of  a  version  (NEWX, STAX and OLDX) are 
gathered in a directory: /aster/vX/. Versions parallel
MPI or instrumented for “profiling”, are built starting from the same source files but have a dedicated 
sub-directory (mpi, professor). By convenience the executable ones are deposited on the same level 
as the standard version.  A directory  is  dedicated to the files  of  case tests,  the data are restrains 
pointing on the sequential version. /aster/v9/ NEW9/

OLD9/STA9/
.....
Sources
of
the 

versions

9 /aster/v10/. NEW

10 Sources of

version NEW10 asteru Executable 

Aster compiled in optimized version asterd Executable 

Aster compiled  in  version  instrumented  for  the 
déboggage astest/Benchmark 

of the version bibc/bibli/fonction.c 

bibc/include/fic.h All 
functions C 

classified by libraries bibfor/bibli/routine.f All 

routines FORTRAN by  libraries  (except  fermetur) 
bibpyt/bibli/fonction.py All 

the functions PYTHON by libraries bibobj.a rear Library FORTRAN 

(except fermetur)  and C bibdbg.a  rear Library 
FORTRAN (

except fermetur ) and C in mode debug bibobj _old.a rear Library 
FORTRAN 

and C of the preceding update bibdbg _old.a rear Library FORTRAN and 

C in debug mode of  the  preceding update catalo/../catalogue/ 
../sous-catalogue.cata  

subcatalogues 
classified by catalogs 

catapy/../catalogue/ ../sous-catalogue.capy 

/ ../commande/ ../../cata.py ../../cata.pyc 
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commands classified 
by catalogs catobj 

    
../cata_ele.pickled 
../elements
the compiled catalogs
config.txt
File 

describing the environment 

of construction of the version crd/v.sv.n Reports of the operations 
of update 

crp/Information for inter-compilation (tools 

CRP ) datg/Given GIBI diffc/bibli/fonction.c Differences 

old versions 

/version in reference C  diffcat/catalogues/sct.cata  Differences  old 
versions 

/version in reference COMMANDS  diffpyt/catalogues/sct.capy 
Differences old versions 

/version in reference COMMANDS  diffconf/Differences  old 
versions/version in reference 

of the  file  of  configuration  diffct/Differences  old  
versions/version in reference 

of  the  benchmarks  diffdatg/Differences  old 
versions/version in reference 

of the DATG diffmat/Differences old versions/version 
in reference 

of the  CMAT  bibpyt/bibli  /fct.py  Differences  old 
versions /version 

of reference of the PYTHON diffsub/bibli/routine.f Differences old  
versions /version 

in reference (except fermetur)  diff90/bibli/routine.  F  Differences  old 
versions /version 

in reference FORTRAN 90 fermetur/routine routines FORTRAN of closing 
fermobj 

rear Library FORTRAN of closing fermdbg rear

Library FORTRAN of closing in mode debug

fermold Old  rear bliothèque FORTRAN  of  closing 
strong 

routine All routines FORTRAN (except fermetur 

) in the form of Historical  restrains  histor/v.sv.n  of  the  versions 
material /Catalog material

versio Version and version Contained 

of the directory /aster/v10/ 

astest /list File containing 

 
the list of all  the benchmarks of the version 
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and their  distribution  in  the  various  lists  (restricted,  supplements,) 
performance, validation with the various parameters of transition (time  
and  memory)  liste_ct.debug  List  supplements  benchmark  in  mode 
debugging (asterd 

) liste_ct.long long List of benchmark (finmaj) liste_ct.miss List of benchmark 

which calls on software MISS3D liste_ct.mpi 

List of parallel benchmarks using MPI liste_ct.mpro List of 

benchmarks parallel using OpenMP liste_ct.perf List of 

benchmarks known as of performance liste_ct.perfw List of benchmarks 

known  as  of 
performance 

with launching the weekend liste_ct.rest 

restricted List of benchmark (asrest) liste_ct.tout complete List of benchmark 

(finmaj ) liste_ct.vali List of benchmarks resulting from

the validation independent liste_ct.zmat List of benchmark 

which calls on software ZMAT *.code Trace of the commands and 

the key words used during the execution *.comm Command files 

*.com [0-9] Aster commands during to connect an execution 

with several files (poursuites 

) *.datg Given GIBI for the file .mgib corresponding, or another geometrical data. *.ensi 

/Data directory EnSight *.mail Mesh with the Aster format *.mess File of messages 

*.mgib Mesh to format GIBI *.mmed Mesh 

with med format the *.msh Mesh 

with format GMSH *.msup 

Mesh with the format IDEAS will *.para 

 parameters of execution *.resu 

Results file *. ul 

Fichier to associate with logical 

unit FORTRAN ul the management of 

the units of source: 

files UNIGEST the files of reference of Aster 

4 not being modifiable by the developers orders

UNIGEST make it possible to remove a unit of source code or to change its library of fastening  . 
These orders are gathered in a file (they are not mélangeables with source code). Orders UNIGEST 
available: FORSUPPR nom_de_routine nom_de_bibli F90SUPPR nom_de_routine

nom_de_bibli for the routines which

� one wishes to remove, by indicating 
their name and the library of membership 

, CSUPPR nom_de_fonction nom_de_bibli for the functions C that one wishes to remove, by 
indicating

� their name and the library of membership 
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.  This  command  also  functions  for  the  files  of  “include”  .h,  CATSUPPR 
nom_de_sous_catalogist nom_de_catalogist for the elements of catalogs (of command or

� element ) which one wishes to remove, by indicating 
their name and the catalog of membership, PYSUPPR nom_de_fonction nom_de_bibli for the 
functions PYTHON which one wishes to remove by indicating

� their name and the library 
d'appartenance, TESSUPPR name _de_cas_test or nom_de_fichier_de_cas_test for the 
benchmarks which one wishes to remove 

� , by indicating their name . One can remove one of the files 
constituting  the  test  (a  mesh,  an  additional  command  file,  etc.),  one  then  indicates  the 
complete  name  of  the  file,  FORDEPLA  nom_de_routine  bibli1  bibli2  F90DEPLA 
nom_de_routine bibli1 bibli2 for the routines which

� one wishes to move of a library 
bibli 1 towards a library 

bibli2. It should be noted that for this kind of file: orders UNIGEST must be in capital letters 
(for

the names D” unit and of library that

� does not have importance ), it does not have there notion of comment, so that there is no 
inconsistency he cannot

� be more than one order UNIGEST concerning
� the same unit,  he should not there have blank line. The possibilities of displacement  and 

suppression
� are not given for all the types of source

 because certain actions are regarded as marginal. If an action of this type is nevertheless necessary, it 
is carried out “with the hand” by the administrator of the sources. General information on the tools of 
the AGLA All the tools of the AGLA can beings called “in 

5 interactive” in a “Shell script”

or in “batch”. It is strongly recommended to use the interface of access astk which coats the call with 
these various
commands and leans on profiles it execution to inform the various parameters. The code back from 
tools of the AGLA All the tools of the AGLA turn over an error code

5.1 . This code is displayed in the standard output file

and the file of the messages of the tools of the AGLA. It can also be recovered and tested (syntax 
depends on Shell used - to see further). Meaning of the error code: 0 if all is OK, 2 if an alarm message 
were transmitted, 4 if 

a serious error were met

� . To call one
� of the tools starting from Bourne or
� Korn - Shell to know Shell used

5.2 to make: echo $SHELL if /bin/sh- > Bourne - Shell if /bin/csh- >

C-SHELL if /bin/ksh- > Korn - Shell if /bin/bash-

> Bash-SHELL

to call   one of the tools
as Bourne   - Shell or
Bash_  Shell  : /aster/agla/bin/nom_outil
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  parameters

not to have to give all the “path  ”  it is necessary to add

/aster/agla/bin/ with variable 

PATH in the file $HOME/.profile: PATH=$PATH: /aster/agla/bin export PATH to recover the code 
back from tools of the AGLA 

(just after its execution
): echo

$? To call one of the tools starting from C-SHELL to call one of the tools in C-SHELL: 

It is

5.3 Shell by default on the machine of development 

Aster: /aster/agla/bin/nom_outil parameters not to have to give all the “path” it is necessary to add

/aster/agla/bin/ with the variable 

path in the file $HOME/.cshrc: set path= ($path /aster/agla/bin ) One can then call upon tools of 
the AGLA by: nom_outil parameters 

to recover the code

back from tools of the AGLA (just after its

execution ): echo 

$status the parameters Identification of the parameters (values by default) Some of the parameters

of L

5.4 “AGLA are compulsory

5.4.1 D” different are optional. The optional

parameters  will  be  represented  between  hooks  [parametre_optionnel].  The  recognition  of  the 
parameters by the tools of the AGLA is carried out on their position in the list of the parameters. 
Thus if one wants to modify the value of the third parameter by default but not that of the two first it is 
necessary nevertheless to specify their values. Example: With tools para1 para2 [para3 [para4 [para5]]] 
If one wants to modify the value

by default

of  para  4  but  not  of para 5 and  para  3  it  is  necessary 

nevertheless 
to call upon: tools val_para1 val_para2 val  will _para 3 val_para4 File names   and  of directory 
When the parameter

is a directory or file name, it 

5.4.2 can be indicated into relative (

compared to the current directory) or with the complete access path. It is however necessary to be 
careful  with  the relative  notation during a  use in  batch (the current  directory  is  then a  temporary 
directory). Identification of a developer Almost all the tools of the AGLA need to know
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6 the identity of the appealing developer

. The mechanism selected is based on using it of the user on the machine of development (server of 
reference). Thus so that the operations are carried out with its profit, it is necessary to call upon 
the tools of

the AGLA from an open UNIX session with  its userid. To be able to use the tools of the AGLA it is 
necessary to be authorized there . To contact the administrator if

one  of  the  tools  does  not  admit  using  it  used.  The  presence  of  using  in  card-indexing  it 
/aster/agla/identAster gives the authorizations necessary , it is also necessary that to be recognized 
management tools of files REX (feedback). The system of locking of the tools of the AGLA 
During certain operations like the update 

7 of a version or its stabilization, the access to

the tools of the AGLA is prohibited because the reference is not in a coherent state. The developer is 
prevented by a message on the locking of the AGLA with information of

the type: aster M.ADMINISTRATEUR the 12/3/1998 has 07:00: 01 with majnew.exe the notation of the 
Aster sources to be able

to modify, or add source code to Aster it should be noted

8 as a preliminary. The notation 

relates to a unit for only one version. A notation is valid only 3 months. It can be cancelled only by the 
developer having noted 

it,  or exceptionally by the Administrator (due to vacancies,…). Several  developers can note a unit, 
however only the developer having noted it the first

(one speaks then about priority notation) is authorized to restore this unit. When a unit is restored, the 
update removes all the notations concerning this unit

(the priority notation like the nonpriority notations). The notations are gathered by types: compiled units 
FORTRAN, FORTRAN90 and C, CATALOG

 
(commands python and elements), PYTHON, 

� CASTEST. Example of notations : MMELIN NEW1019 
� : 21:04 10/5/2010 desoza T.DESOZA NMCEAI NEW
� 1008:55: 
� 48 11/5/2010

abbasM.ABBAS NMCENI

NEW1008                           : 55:48  05/11/   2010abbasM.ABBAS  NMCESE 
NEW
1008:55                           : 48  11/5/2010   abbasM.ABBAS  NMCETA  NEW
1008:55                           : 48  11/5/2010   abbasM.ABBAS  NMDOPI  NEW
1008:55                           : 48  11/5/2010   abbasM.ABBAS  NUEQCH  NEW
1008:55                           : 48  11/5/2010   abbasM.ABBAS  IMPDEF  NEW
915:07                           : 11 11/5/2010    micolA.MICOL  ALGOCG  NEW
1013:12                           : 12 11/10/2010    abbasM.ABBAS  ALGOCL  NEW
1013:12                           : 12  11/10/2010   abbasM.ABBAS  ALGOCO  NEW
1013:12                           : 12  11/10/2010   abbasM.ABBAS  ALGOCP  NEW
1013:12                           : 12  11/10/2010   abbasM.ABBAS  Certain
types of                           source    were excluded from  the mechanism
of notation                         because  they   depend  only  on one restricted
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number of persons in charge, it thus does not have there a collision risk between several simultaneous 
developments. It is currently the case sources CMAT and DATG. asno: notation of units Functionality 
This command makes it possible to note units of Aster source

8.1 .  asno can note at the same time

8.1.1 one

type of file (not of possible mixture). For each notation carried out a formless message if it is a notation: 
priority (which makes it possible

to restore the unit), nonpriority (which does not give any right) with the list

� of all the developers having also noted
� it. Mode of call asno mon_fichier [version [message]] mon_fichier indicates a file being is of

8.1.2 type FORTRAN

or FORTRAN90 or C or catalogues or PYTHON 

or UNIGEST or  CASTEST.  version  is  a  parameter  WHICH IS CALLED after the  version  OF 
REFERENCE concerned (NEW2 with NEW10). 

The value  taken by default is currently NEW10. message indicates an output file where  will  be 
registered the alarm messages and of errors emitted by

asno . The name taken by default is: message_asno. asdeno: denotation of units Functionality  To 
indicate units of source from a source file

8.2  . Mode of call asdeno my

8.2.1 _fichier [version
[message]] mon_fichier indicates a file containing either

8.2.2 of code
FORTRAN, FORTRAN90 or C, or of the code catalogues 

, or of type UNIGEST or CASTEST. version is a parameter WHICH IS CALLED after the version 
OF REFERENCE concerned (NEW2 with NEW10). 

 
The value taken by default  is  currently  NEW10. message indicates an output  file where  will  be 
registered the alarm messages and of errors emitted by

asdeno . The name taken by default is: message_asdeno. xasdeno: denotation of units from their 
name Functionality To indicate units of source
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8.3 from a file containing of the names of modulus and

8.3.1 a kind of modulus

. Mode of standard call xasdeno mon_fichier [version [message]] mon_fichier line indicates a file

8.3.2 containing a name

of modulus by the names of modulus must refer 

to  units  of  the  same  type.  version  is  a  parameter  which  is  called  after  the  version  of  reference 
concerned (NEW2 with NEW10). 

The value taken by default is NEW10. type: to indicate the type of unit to be indicated among  F 
(FORTRAN), F (FORTRAN90), C, H, catastrophes (

 element  catalogues),  capy  (catalogues  of  command),  test  (case  - test ).  message 
indicates an output file where will be registered  the alarm messages and of errors emitted 
by

xasdeno . The name taken by default is: message_xasdeno. asqui: list notation of units Functionality 
To know the developers which noted

8.4 units of source (compared to a given

8.4.1 file). 

Mode of call asqui mon_fichier [message] mon_fichier indicates a file containing either of code

8.4.2 FORTRAN or

FORTRAN 90 or C, or  of the code PYTHON 

, or of the code catalogues, or of type UNIGEST or CASTEST . message indicates an output file 
where will be registered THE ALARM MESSAGES and of errors emitted by

asqui . The name taken by default is: message_asqui. asquit: list of all the notations Functionality To 
know all the noted units of source

8.5 .  The notations are recopied in

8.5.1 the file of messages

. Mode of call asquit [message] message: definition identical to asno. The name taken by default is

8.5.2 : message

_asquit. The restitution 

of the sources Aster After the notation , the modifications and additions, it is necessary to 
restore
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9 the source in the version of reference

of Aster.  For a development, one will  be able to proceed in three stages: asverif:  checking of  the 
source (optional

) pre_eda: presentation of the developments (compulsory

� ) asrest : restitution of the source (compulsory
� ) When  developments are dependant it is necessary to be able 
� simultaneously  to return them in order to test

the code.  That obliges one of the developers to centralize  the developments and to carry out the 
restitution for the other developers. The developers must then indicate their sources and to provide that 
which centralizes the developments. asverif: checking of Functionality source To check that a set of 
sources can be introduced

9.1 into a version of reference

9.1.1 of the Code Aster

. There is checking: that the stresses stated in [D1.02.01 §2] are respected , that the rules

described in

� the document [D2.02.01] are complied with using two tools: CRS
� (Control of Rules of Syntax) and CRP (Control of Rules of Programming), that the units to add 

do not exist already and that those to modify exist. This tools carry out
� part of the tasks carried out by the modulus of restitution of asrest source

which, contrary to the modulus present, must be used obligatorily by any person wishing to restore a 
development.  asverif  does not  carry  out  notation on the transmitted sources.  Mode of  asverif  call 
directory [version

[message ]] directory is the name of a directory which

9.1.2 contains a directory
by developer wishing to restore 

source . The names of these directories must be made up from using developer on the machine of 
development Aster to determine the author of the source restored . In each one of these directories 
one can find,   according to  the cases,  the files:  directory/to  use (S)/histor  in  which  one finds the 
numbers of treated files REX (compulsory).
FORTRAN in which

source FORTRAN is. f90 in which source FORTRAN90 is. catalogu 
in which is elements of catalogs

of elements. catalopy in which is
elements of catalogs of commands python. python in which
is source files python. unigest in which one indicates the units
of source that one wishes to move of a library
with 
another

or to remove. test directory in which command files of *.comm benchmark are, 
and possibly
will *.para, *.mail, *.ensi/,… C directory in which files of functions are C *.c 
*. h. material / *.NOMI , *.REFE 
, *.MINI, *.MAXI: files catalogues material. The names must  be 

in capital 
letters

. datg /*.datg : data files GIBI. message: definition identical to 
asno. By default: 

_asverif message . version is a parameter 
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which is called  after the version of reference concerned ( NEW2 with NEW10). 

By default :  NEW10 currently.  The codes  returns the 2  tools  of  the AGLA emit alarms  , but 
all alarms do not have

9.1.3 the same importance. So that

the EDA can validate certain alarms being able to have consequences on the good evolution of the 
code, they emit a return code 2. The alarm messages having emitted a return code 2 are recalled at 
the  end  of  the  phase  asverif.  Cases  which  lead  to  the  emission  of  a  return  code  2:  addition, 
modification, removal of card TOLE

in the source FORTRAN, use of disadvised natures

� , addition, modification of a RESPONSIBLE card , restitution
� by another developer that the person in charge
� of the unit. pre_eda and asrest : restitution
� of Functionality source To check that a set of sources can be

9.2 introduced into a version of reference

9.2.1 of the Code Aster
and prepare the possible update. These two tools carry out a certain number of  checks , carry out 
compilations necessary

(FORTRAN, FORTRAN90,  C and catalogs)  then it  launch the transition of  the added or  modified 
benchmarks (pre_eda ) or the benchmarks  added and the restricted list  of reference in a job 
(asrest). The tools pre_eda prepare the restitution and make it possible to present the development 
during the weekly meeting

of the development team. This tools must be obligatorily used by any person wishing to restore a 
development 

. Principal tasks carried out by pre_eda and asrest: checks carried out by asverif, checking

of coherence with the version of reference  

� , to detect a modification of
� the  unit  to  be  checked  between  the  extraction  of  the  source  of  the  reference  and  the 

restitution considered, notation of the sources to be restored if that is not already done, 
updated of lines INFO (the date

� mentioned in line the INFO is thus the date of the asrest and
� not that of the update  of Aster),  compilation of FORTRAN and  the FORTRAN90 and C in 

mode not debug (even compilation that the executable
� user) , creation of a new executable Aster (edition of the restrains) with the libraries 

objects, compilation
� of the catalogs (with new executable for the elements), if all the preceding stages
� proceeded well, launching of the provided tests (pre_eda) or
� launching of the tests of the short list plus the restored benchmarks (asrest). Caution: So that 

a restitution is taken into account at the time of the update it is necessary that asrest 

returns 

the  error  code  0.  If  the  error  code  is  2,  it  is  necessary  to  justify  in  meeting  of  
presentation (EDA) alarms). The error messages associated with a return code 2 
are recalled right before the launching of the benchmarks. If the error code is higher  
than 2 , the restitution is ignored by the update. A return code  4 perhaps raised  
under certain conditions after agreement at the time of the presentation in EDA. 
Mode of call asrest directory [version [message [ classe_job]]] directory is the name 
of a directory
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9.2.2  
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9.2.3 . It has

the same function as in asverif . One can thus find there 

, according to the cases, in directories to use on the machine of development , the files: histor, 
FORTRAN, f90 catalogu, catalopy python unigest , C test *.comm: Command file of the benchmark

� , *.
� COM [0-9]
� : Command file
�
� of
� the connected
� benchmark
�

� , *.
• mail:  Aster mesh of the benchmark, *.mgib
• : Mesh GIBI of the benchmark, *.datg: Data GIBI of the .datg
•  benchmark (compulsory if there is a .mgib
•  ). *.msup: Mesh I-DEAS
• of the benchmark , *.msh: Mesh GMSH of the benchmark , *.mmed: Mesh MED 

of the benchmark
• ,  will *.para: Parameters of execution
• of  the benchmark. *.ensi/: EnSight
• data of the benchmark. *.miss/: Data
• MISS3D of the benchmark. *.ul: File to be associated
• with logical unit FORTRAN ul. material
• /*.NOMI: face values of the material
•   , *.REFE: values of reference of the material, * .MINI

� : minimal
• values of the material, *.MAXI: maximum
• values of the material. datg/Given GIBI
• for the macro-commands or others. *.datg
• : other or data file GIBI. Compared to

� asverif, one must find in the directory
• test /all the files, new or modified

, concerning the added or modified benchmarks. version : is a parameter which is called after the 
version of reference concerned (NEW2 with NEW10)

. message  :  definition identical to asno. The value taken by default is message_asrest . classify 
_job

: classify  jobs on the machine of development subjected by as.tout. The files generated

from  this restitution, which will be useful directly for the update , 

are in a directory of the administrator. These files are consultable by all the developers. They are in the 
/aster/eda/version/user  directory.  Result  of  the transition of  the tests which fail  is  deposited under 
/aster/eda/version/user/astout . The files

created are: /aster/eda/ version/to use/historfichier containing the extraction of files
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REX FORTRAN catalogu test
 nom_cas_test.comm nom_cas will _test.para  

nom_cas_test.mail  nom_cas_test.msh nom_cas_test.mmed nom_cas
_test.msup
nom_cas_test.mgib

nom_cas_test.datg name
_cas_test.ensi/nom_cas
_test.miss/nom_cas
_test.ul unigest FORTRAN
bibfor/bibli
/routine.f bibc/bibli
/fonction.c or include.h
bibf90/bibli
/routine. F repobj
/bibli/*.o asterd
executable aster

catapy
  /bibli 
  /subcat.capy  catalo  /bibli/ 
  subcat.cata  catobj  /cata.py cata.pyc elements bibpyt 
  /bibli  / *.  py identifi 
  /Copy  of the directory 
   passed in argument 
  (the source files   there 
  are deposited  in  the state before 
  modification  

by
the procedures

  of  restitution 
  ) liste_fiches      List of the numbers of files REX corresponding to the 

restitution message Messages of the asrest iret Summary Return 
code of the restitution recap 

  of the handled     units astout/liste_ct liste_ct.rest *.comm will *.para *.mail * 
  .msup *.       mgib *.datg *.ensi/* 
  .miss  /*.ul resu_NOOK/*.resu *.code 
  flash       /*.error *.output datg/*.datg material 

For asrest , only
the results
of
jobs
not OK
is preserved

in
astout
/resu_NOOK
/and
astout/resu_NOOK

/flash
. The codes returns

2
and 4 Besides
the cases detected

by averif, here the cases specific to asrest which lead to the emission -  of a return code 2: 
order

9.2.4 printing in

a case test, no test (resulting of the command  TEST_RESU) in a benchmark  , - of a return code 4 
(possibly 
 authorized at the time of

� the EDA): test in “PAR_LOT=' NON'”, additional
� alarm messages during the execution. Utilities
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  Aster as.tout: transition of benchmark Functionality Sequence
� D “a list of benchmark 
� with analysis of the results. as.tout checks the coherence
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10 of the transmitted arguments

10.1 then built and subjects

10.1.1 a job (qastout)

same class as that of the benchmarks. This job builds and subjects

character strings of benchmark and expects the end of all the benchmarks launched to format 
the results and the sending in the message file  . Mode D” call as.tout fichier_parametre [message] 
fichier_parametre: File containing the various parameters of execution of as.tout message: file of the 
messages

10.1.2 . By default

message_astout. fichier_parametre contains

12 values . A parameter is the first field  of one line not begin with

the character  “%”. There cannot thus be several parameters

on the same one line. The recognition 

of the parameters is done on the order of declaration. If one wants to have the value by default of a 
parameter it should be replaced by the character 

“.”. The blank lines are authorized. The parameters are the following: name of the file containing the list 
of the benchmarks (not value by default), directory containing the files reference of the benchmarks

(command files, of meshes

� and parameters with the same organization that in the base of referenced by
� /aster/vx/version/astest/-  default),  directory containing of the files of benchmarks which will 

overload the files of reference (not value by default), directory 
• receiving the results (not value

� by default), the files nom_cas_test.resu and nom_cas_test.code are there create and if it does 
not exist already a directory

� flash is created, it receives the files nom_cas_test.error and nom_cas_test.output  ), name 
of the executable Aster (/aster/vx/version/asteru by default),  directory 
containing  the  catalog of  the  compiled  commands  (by  default  : 
/aster/vx/version/catobj/commande ), 

� file containing the catalog of the compiled elements (by default: 
� /aster/vx/version/catobj/elements), the time of departure of the batch processings  ( 

for example 06:00 to start 
� the executions at 6 o'clock in the morning), the version Aster for the benchmarks 

(is used to determine the names by default 
� , NEW10 by default), if “DATE  ” the date and the hour is added in extension of the results of 

the jobs
� , if not the extensions .error and .output are added in the name of the benchmark for result
� jobs , if “RESOK ” the results files of all the launched jobs are sent in the directory result , 

for any other value, only results of jobs not OK are preserved
� . The tests are started with the parameters time CPU and memory of the file will.para 

associated, to be able to use a version instrumented in mode debug it can be necessary

to  increase  time  by  indicating  a  multiplicative  factor.  This  value  perhaps  positioned  by  informing 
environment variable FTPS. The interface astk makes it possible to indicate a value (finely Options 
parameter facmtps). (See an example of this file further.) Tasks carried out Results of the launcher of 
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qastout benchmark: Submission of the benchmarks. End of all the benchmarks makes an attempt. 
Working of result of the benchmarks. For each

10.1.3 subjected benchmark there

is display: D” a diagnosis : OK, OK _

� ALARME (there are alarms
� Aster in the file of messages), ARRET
� _ANORMAL (stop not managed by Aster)

, <F>_SUPERVISEUR (Aster stopped by the supervisor

� ), ERREUR_<F>
• (other
• fatal errors detected by Aster), ERREUR_<S> (crushing
• report detected but without consequence connects
• ), <E>_ VOLATILE it remains objects in the volatile
• base, NOOK_TEST_RESU, DEFAUT_FICHIER (it misses a file 
• or a directory essential to the case - test), CPU_LIMITE (manque de temps 
• to finish the benchmark), ERR_NUMERIQUE (floating not exception
• ), INTERRUPTION
• _JOB, NOT _DE_TEST_OK (only in the context of a asrest, any benchmark
• must have obligatorily at least a test OK), TEMPS CPU
• , time system, total time
• of the benchmark, 
• cost of the benchmark . For all the subjected  benchmarks display: total TEMPS 

CPU, time total system, total
� time of all
� the benchmarks, 
� cost of all the benchmarks
� . The results files

of jobs not OK, are systematically preserved

� in the directory
� result, and according to
� the last parameter of the file D
� “arguments the files of benchmarks

OK are it  or not.  Access to  the AGLA via the graphic interface astk Figure 12.1-a: Interface astk 
access to the tools  of the AGLA the small AGLA is accessible only when the account user is declared
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11 in the /aster/agla/identAster file . 

The files used by the tools  of the AGLA are those appearing 

the menus  TESTS and SURCHARGE when the button D is notched.  The files messages  are 
always put on the machine of development and duplicated on the station of the user. They are 
accessible  by the window from follow-up of the jobs . asno: notation
of moduli Notes the moduli contained in all the files of type source Aster (F, F90, C, py, catastrophes, 
capy, test, unig) which D have the attribute in the current profile. Appear

11.1  12.1-a: Window notations
in the AGLA asno the parameters of the job are indicated in the principal window of astk: 
the version of development Aster concerned with
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 the denotation, time (in S) and the memory (out of Mo)
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given spour the job. The button Execution sends a job on the machine of development 

� . This job is taken into account by the follower of job (
� to display the messages, to remove the job…). asdeno: denotation

of  moduli  Makes  it  possible  to  indicate  all  the  moduli  of  type  source  Aster  (f/f90/c  or  py  or 
capy/catastrophes or test) which one gives in a list. One can indicate only one

11.2  kind of source at the same time

.  From the principal  fenre of  astk,  a dedicated window during  opens  the launching  (button 
throw) of commnde ASDENO: Appear 12.2-a: Window denotations in the AGLA asdeno
the  window makes it  possible  to  indicate  the  type  of  Aster  source  to  be  indicated  (one  among): 
FORTRAN, fortran90, C, catalogues of command

 

, catalogues elements, python source, benchmark. It also

displays a zone of text éditable where one gives the name of the moduli of the selected
• type which one wants
• to indicate. The names of the moduli can beings
• separated by
• one or more

blanks, tabulation, carriage return. It is possible to carry out the denotation (button Execution) or to give 
up (button To cancel). The other parameters of the job are indicated in the principal window of astk: the 
version of development Aster concerned with the denotation, time (in S) and the memory (

out of Mo) given spour the job. asqui: information on certain notations On the same principle 

� that asno, asqui gives the current notations of the moduli contained
� in the files which D have the attribute in the current

11.3 profile . asquit: information on all

the notations On the same principle qu'asno,  asquit  gives all  the notations in progress in the 
AGLA. asverif: checking of the coherence of a restitution
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11.4
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11.5  On the same principle that asno, asverif

carries out the checking of coherence on all the files of type source of the profile

11.6 running more to it (S) file (S) historical (S). pre_eda: presentation 

of a restitution of Aster source On the same principle that asno, pre_eda carries out a restitution on 
all the files of type source which D have the attribute in

11.7 the current profile. The list of the benchmark appearing in

the overload is launched in batch , the file of message on station will be updated as of the end 
of the benchmarks and a return code is allotted. 

Result is deposited on the server under /aster/pre_eda/version/user. asrest: restitution of Aster source 
On the same principle that asno, asrest carries out a restitution on all the
files of type source which D have the attribute in the current profile. 

11.8 If the short list of the benchmarks 

is  launched in  batch, the file of message on  station  will  be updated  as  of  the  end of  the 
benchmarks and a return code is allotted . Result 
is deposited on the server under /aster/eda/version/user. as.tout: submission of a list of benchmark 
Makes it possible to subject a list of benchmark whose names are in ( 
S) the file (S) of type lists with attribute D. If executable or

11.9 compiled compiled commands or elements

or files python have the attribute D, they are taken into account for the transition of the benchmarks . 
The files  benchmark of the reference are overloaded by the corresponding files  which are in the 
directories of the rep_test type having attribute D. Figure 12.7-a: Window Transition of benchmark in L” 
AGLA as.tout  small  the Options allows besides modifying the following parameters:  the maximum 
number of benchmarks tolerated in failure 
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before stopping the transition of the other benchmarks, the directory where

  
 

the results of the jobs of benchmark will be copied (obligatorily on

� the object computer), if one adds the date with the names of the results files, if one preserves
� result benchmark OK or not, a multiplicative factor applied to the limit of TEMPS CPU read in 

the files
� of parameters, the option of debug JEVEUX (the maximum
� time of the benchmark is automatically multiplied by
� 3). As for asrest, when all the benchmarks passed, the file of message of the follow-up of
� the  jobs  is  updated  .  The following  files  and directories  are  created on the  machine  of 

development

to be able to be accessible by the job from launching of the benchmarks:  repertoire_message 
/liste_astout directory

_message /para_astout (List of the benchmarks to be passed) (parameters of as.tout) 

Warning : The translation process used on this website is a "Machine Translation". It may be imprecise and inaccurate in whole or in part  
and is provided as a convenience.

Licensed under the terms of the GNU FDL (http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/fdl.html)
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